Editors' Summary
THE BROOKINGS PANEL on EconomicActivity held its sixty-second con-

ference in Washington,D.C., on September5 and 6, 1996. This issue
of Brookings Papers on Economic Activity includes the articles and

discussions presentedat that conference. The first paper employs advanced statisticaltechniqueto analyzethe importanceof monetarypolicy and the mechanismsby which it affects the economy. The second
demonstratesthe importanceof variationsin the workweek of capital
in the business cycle. These papers are followed by a symposium on
the economies of the Pacific Rim. The first symposiumpaper revisits
the debate on the relative importanceof total factor productivityand
capitalaccumulationin explainingrapideconomic growthin East Asia.
The second considersJapan'sexperience, both with successful growth
and, ultimately, with its financial bubble and recent stagnation. The
thirdexamines China's economic developmentover the past two decades and its prospects for the future. Three extended comments offer
observationsaboutpast and prospectivegrowth in the region and elsewhere. Brookings is grateful to the Korea Foundation for financial
supportfor the symposium.
T HE P ROFES S IO N iS still far from a consensus on the importanceof
monetary policy for the behavior of prices and output. In part this
reflects the plethoraof theoretical models ascribing different roles to
money. In the absence of clarity about the role of money and the
mechanisms by which monetary events are transmittedthrough the
economy, there is a fundamentaldifficulty in distinguishing the response of the economy to actions of the monetaryauthorityfrom the
responsesof policymakersto the economy itself. One importantstrand
of recent empiricalresearchattemptsto understandthe importanceof
monetarypolicy through the use of identified vector autoregressions
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(VARs), which place minimal restrictionson the ways in which monetaryactions affect the economy. These models explicitly recognize the
dependenceof monetaryactions on othereconomic variablesthrougha
policy reaction function and focus attention on the effects of policy
shocks or innovations.As these methodshave been developedto handle
complex, multivariatedata sets, a variety of models and approaches
has emerged. Researchershave chosen differentdatasets, made different identifying assumptions, and tended to emphasize differences between their results, ratherthancommonalities. In the firstpaperof this
issue, Eric Leeper, ChristopherSims, and Tao Zha use a single time
frameanddataset to test the robustnessof resultsin this recentliterature
and to tracethe sources of differences in conclusions. They also extend
the analysis to models with a much richer arrayof goods and financial
marketvariablesthanhas previouslybeen considered, thus providinga
more complete pictureof the monetarytransmissionmechanism.
The authorsbegin with an extensive discussion of the methodology
underlying identified vector autoregressionmodels, contrastingthese
models with traditional simultaneous equation (SE) models and the
more recent generation of dynamic stochastic general equilibrium
(DSGE) models. Since the authors'subsequentapplicationof identified
VARs is accessible without a full understandingof these methodologies, our discussion of this section will be brief. Each equation in a
VAR system defines a relationshipbetween currentand past values of
a list of time series and a contemporaneousindependentdisturbance.
Under the usual assumptions,each of the time series can be described
as the sum of mutuallyindependentcomponents,which are linearcombinations of the independentdisturbances.A distinguishingfeature of
the authors' approachis their insistence that a well-specified model
accountsfor all correlationsamongdisturbances,so thatthe system can
be representedin a form in which the disturbanceshave an identity
covariance matrix. In this setup, specifying the disturbanceor disturbances that correspondto monetaryactions is equivalentto specifying
the equationor equationsthatcharacterizemonetarypolicy behaviorthat is, a monetary reaction function or monetary policy rule. The
authors argue that it is unsatisfactoryto assume, for example, that
monetarypolicy disturbancesareimportantbut aresystematicallyoffset
by private sector disturbances. If the offsetting disturbancesare, in
fact, responses to policy, that relationshould be modeled explicitly; if
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they reflect the effect of private shocks on policymaking, they should
be part of the model of policy behavior.
At an abstract level the VAR model is quite similar in form to
traditionalsimultaneousequationmodels, andits implementationraises
many of the same issues. In orderto use the VAR model for economic
policy, it is necessary to impose restrictions that give its elements
economic interpretation-that is, identify the model. Like traditional
SE modelers, VAR modelers can use exact linear restrictionson the
coefficient elements that relate the variablesto one anotherand to the
disturbances.However, becauseof the assumptionthatthe disturbances
are independent, a VAR model needs fewer such restrictions than a
similarly sized SE model, which places no restrictionson the correlations amongdisturbances.The authorsuse two othersortsof identifying
restrictions:probabilisticassertionsaboutthe elementsof the coefficient
matrix (this turns out to be problematicin their subsequentempirical
work) and informal restrictionson the reasonablenessof the impulse
responsefunctionsthattracethe effects of disturbanceson the variables
over time. Their informalcriteriafor plausibility are loose. For example, in response to monetarycontraction, they regard as implausible
eithersignificantpositive responsesof prices or output, or a significant
negative response of interestrates. The authorsare unapologeticabout
using their beliefs about the forms of impulse responses to focus on
particularspecifications. They note that this is no differentthan economists' typical practice of adjustinga model until it both fits the data
and gives reasonableresults. They also observe that it would be computationallyexpensive, though possible, to impose these beliefs about
the forms of the impulse responses as precise a priori mathematical
restrictions.

The treatmentof policy as random in identified VAR models has
often been criticized. But the authorsarguethat policy is as randomas
any other aspect of economic behavior. It reflects the dynamic interaction among members of the Federal Reserve's Open MarketCommittee with somewhatdifferentpolicy objectives and with uncertainty
aboutboththe conditionof the economy andthe consequencesof policy
actions. In such circumstances,economists are far from a deterministic
explanationof policy actions.
The authors observe that DSGE models are much more strongly
restrictedthan identifiedVARs, invoking many conventionalbut arbi-
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traryrestrictionson functionalformsof utility, on productionfunctions,
and on the stochasticpropertiesof disturbances.The DSGE models do
provide a complete interpretationof the stochastic disturbancesin the
model, but such disturbancesare typically far fewer in numberthanare
the variables in the system. By contrast, the identifiedVAR approach
startswith an unidentifiedmodel of the economy and introducesidentifying informationcautiously. As a result, while the effects of policy
disturbanceson the economy can be tracedout, the precise mechanism
by which they work their way throughthe economy may not be known.
The authorssuggest that each approachhas its advantagesand its disadvantages.The DSGE approachinvites the erroneousimpressionthat
the dataproducea result that actuallyflows almost entirely from initial
assumptions. The identifiedVAR approachdoes not provide a convenient frameworkfor the applicationof a prioriknowledge about interactions in the economy.
Leeper, Sims, and Zha provide an historical overview of empirical
work that has attempted to uncover the effects of monetary policy
actions on prices and output, highlighting the many difficulties that
have arisen. The timing of monetaryevents relative to movements in
prices or output is easily observed and provides evidence that is undoubtedlypersuasiveto many observers. A simple graphof shortrates,
for example, appearsto show that almost all postwarU.S. recessions
have been precededby monetarytightening, suggestingthatpolicy was
responsiblefor the event. However, this simple interpretationis subject
to two criticisms. First, evidence from timing is notoriously sensitive
to the treatmentof trends;differencingthe data can dramaticallyalter
the results. The apparentlead of interestratesmay be simply an artifact
of the general rise of interestrates duringthe period. Second, money,
output, and prices may all be respondingto othervariables, ratherthan
to one another.
The authorselaborateon these issues. Although evidence from the
timing of cyclical peaks is sensitive to differencingor other filteringof
the data, more sophisticatedtests of causation are not. Monetaryaggregates, for example, do help to predict futureoutputindependentof
data filtering. This is so even if the effects are limited to the variation
in money that past output does not predict. Milton Friedmanpresents
such evidence in his classic analysis of the importanceof money. To
illustrate this result, the authors provide a simple VAR in MI, the
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consumer price index, and GDP that indicates that an innovation in
money leads to a smooth and slow response of the price level and a
quicker, but less sustained, response of output. At the same time, in
this VAR innovationsin outputand prices have little effect on money.
Althoughthese results do not easily fit a rationalexpectationsmonetarist view, they are consistent with a more eclectic monetaristview. The
results, however, are still vulnerable to the second criticism noted
above. Movementsin money, althoughpurgedof the influencesof past
andcontemporaneousmovementsin prices andoutput,may be responding to other variables, not included in the analysis, that affect both
currentmoney and subsequentoutputand prices.
Much of the empirical work following the VAR approachcan be
regardedas an effort to examinethis possibility. Leeper, Sims, andZha
reestimatethe models of several authors,using a standarddata set and
time period, to illuminatethe manyissues thatariseanddistill whatever
conclusions are robust. As Sims has pointed out in earlier work, althoughlittle of the variationin monetaryaggregatesis predictablefrom
data on past prices and output, a considerable amount is predictable
when informationon past interestrates is included. Leeper, Sims, and
Zha confirmthis in a simple VAR system in which money innovations
have little predictive power for output once the federal funds rate is
included. However, the model reveals otherproblemsthat are common
in VAR investigations. One is the "liquidity puzzle." Expansionary
innovationsin monetaryaggregates, ratherthanreducinginterestrates
in accordancewith common sense andmost theories, appearto increase
rates. Although interest rate innovations do not exhibit the reverse
phenomenon-positive rate innovationsare followed by monetarycontraction-they display the "price puzzle." Prices rise steadily following a positive rate innovation;if the rate innovationis interpretedas a
monetary contraction, the results have the disconcerting implication
that monetarycontractionsproduceinflation.
The authorsuse the four-variablesystem with output, prices, MI,
and the federal funds rate to illustratehow restrictionson some of the
VAR relations can alter the results and eliminate these puzzles. They
imposethe restraintsthatpolicymakersdo not respondwithin the month
to innovationsin prices and output and that prices and output are unresponsive to within-monthchanges in interest rates and money. In
the resultingsystem, a tighteningof policy leads to an initial rise in the
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federal funds rate and a decline in M1. Over the next year, the funds
rate graduallyreturnsto its initial level, while M1 remainswell below
its initial level. Althoughoutputdeclines persistentlyin responseto the
monetarycontraction, not much of its overall varianceis attributedto
the policy disturbance.Prices move in the expected direction, but only
slightly and statisticallyinsignificantly.The system has otherattractive
features. Every private sector shock that implies inflation generates a
contractionaryresponse in the interestrate. Indeed, most of the movement in interestrates is accountedfor by these endogenousresponses,
rather than by policy shocks. The authors observe that most of the
variationin outputand prices is accountedfor by innovationsthat look
like supply shocks, which move prices and output in opposite directions. While the restrictionsprovidea moresatisfactorymodel of policy
shocks, some puzzles remain. It is hard to understand,for example,
why MI respondsso stronglyandpersistentlywhen the effects of policy
on prices and outputare so small and the effects on interestrates are so
temporary.
In other attemptsto pin down the role of policy, researchershave
introducedadditionalvariablesthat may contain informationaboutthe
futurecourseof prices andoutputandthatcould influencecurrentpolicy
actions. To ignore such variables risks relegating their effects to the
disturbanceterm and attributingto policy shocks events that in fact
determine policy. Researchers have also explored the possibility of
replacing monetary aggregates with variables such as total or unborrowed reserves, which the Fed controls more directly. Such variables,
for example, may not show the exaggeratedresponse of M1 revealed
in the four-variable model above. The authors discuss three recent
studies by Steve Strongin;Lawrence Christano, MartinEichenbaum,
and Charles Evans; and Ben Bernankeand Ilian Mihov, all of which
introducesome details of the bankingsystem and focus on the reserves
market,omitting monetaryaggregatesfrom the analysis. These studies
follow the general strategy illustratedin the four-variablemodel, althoughthey are not always clear aboutthe restrictionson the nonpolicy
equations necessary to justify the interpretationsgiven to the results.
Leeper, Sims, andZha conclude thatthey either suffer from anomalous
results or requireimplausiblerestrictions.
The inadequaciesof the relatively small models in the existing literaturelead the authorsto constructand analyze two much largersys-
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tems, in which they distinguishbetween two aspects of Fed behavior:
macroeconomicpolicy and bank regulation. In their view, the Federal
Reserve is concerned with reserve and deposit flows in the short run
primarilybecause of their potentialimpacton the funds rate, for which
the Fed sets its objectives in the light of broadermacroeconomicconditions. The smaller of the authors'two models contains thirteenvariables, including both MI and total reserves. In addition to GDP, the
authorsinclude three of its components-consumption and residential
and nonresidential investment-as well as unemployment, allowing
them to assess in some detail the plausibility of responses to policy
disturbances.These variables,togetherwith the generalprice level and
Ml, are assumed to be sluggish-not respondingto financial signals
within the month. In additionto the commodityprices included in the
simpler models, the authorsinclude three informationalvariables:the
Standardand Poor's 500 stock price index, the ten-yearTreasurybond
rate, and an index of the value of the dollar. Each is allowed to respond
within the period to all other variables. As in the simpler models, the
system includes only one short interestrate in the policy block, since,
with more than one short rate, it is hardto disentangle arbitragerelationships from Fed behavior.
In view of the large numberof variables and potential pitfalls, the
results of estimatingthis model are remarkablysensible. Shocks to the
Fed's macroeconomicpolicy equationproduceplausible effects. In response to a monetarycontractionby the Fed, short and long interest
rates rise, reserves and MI fall smoothly, output and its components
fall, unemploymentrises, commodity prices drop smoothly, and the
dollar appreciates. The impulse responses are not only qualitatively
sensible, they are also rathersharplyestimated. Several other results
stand out. Reserve movements appearto reflect the Fed's accommodationof shifts in demandfor reservesthat are unrelatedto movements
in Ml, indicating that it is inappropriateto use reserves as a single
monetaryaggregatevariable. A private sector shock appearsto be the
single most importantsourceof variationin both MI andtotal reserves,
showing why it is unsatisfactoryto use monetaryaggregates as onedimensionalpolicy indicators.A large fractionof the varianceof interest rates is attributedto systematicpolicy responses to inflation, not to
erraticfluctuationsin policy.
The authorsalso presenta still largermodel with eighteen variables,
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replacing the short Treasuryrate with the Federal Reserve's discount
rate and the federal funds rate, and addingfour other variablesrelated
to the banking sector. The results from this model are quite similar to
those from the thirteen-variableversion. They not only demonstratethe
feasibility of a more elaboratedescriptionof the monetaryprocess, but
also provide insights not available from the smaller model. For example, movements in the discount rate and in the federal funds rate are
not equivalent. A federal funds rate change "ratified" by a change in
the discount rate has larger and more permanenteffects than a movement in the funds rate alone.
The authorsare encouragedby their success with a large modeling
frameworkthat gives a clearer understandingof identificationissues
and is able to trace out the effects of policy actions across a wide range
of variables. This success increases their confidence about their identifying assumptions.A majorlesson of the authors'analysis is that it is
inappropriateto regard movements in monetary variables mainly as
responses to policy disturbances;rather,most movementsin monetary
variablesare responses to the state of the economy, not randomdeviations of the monetaryauthoritiesfrom their usual behavior. They conclude that their methodology both allows the policy response process
to be identifiedempirically, and sharpenseconomists' understandingof
how monetarypolicy, in turn, affects the economy.
behavior of both labor and total factor productivity (TFP)is a salient featureof the business cycle. This characteristic
poses a problem for the simplest models of productionthat assume
constant returnsto scale and in which variationsof outputcome from
variations in the amount of labor that is applied to a fixed stock of
capital. In such models labor productivityshould be countercyclical,
reflecting the diminished returnsto labor associated with higher employmentandmorehours. A varietyof explanationshave been provided
for why productivityis not countercyclical,rangingfrompositing shortrun increasing returnsto scale to simply assuming that technological
shocks are cyclical. A traditionalexplanation,more in keeping with the
neoclassical view of technology, is that over the cycle, the delivery of
capital services from a fixed capital stock varies directly with labor
input. It has long been clear that variationin capital services can help
to explain cyclical productivityqualitatively, but there has been little
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direct evidence on its quantitativeimportance.In the second paper of
this issue, MatthewShapiroprovides quantitativeevidence on the importance of variationof the workweek of capital, both for aggregate
manufacturingand for individualindustries.
The essential assumptionin Shapiro'sanalysis is that the delivery of
capital services from a given stock of capitaldependson the numberof
hoursfor which the capitalis utilized. Shapiroconsidersthreedifferent
margins that affect this workweek-the numberof shifts that capital
operates, the numberof hoursin each shift, andthe numberof days per
week that the plant operates-and examines three different sources of
informationaboutthese margins.The Census Bureau'sSurvey of Plant
Capacity(SPC) provides a direct measure, asking how many hoursper
day and days per week establishmentsoperate. The SPC data are available for only the fourth quarterand over a short sample period, and
they recordonly total employment, not employmentper shift. Shapiro
makesuse of an unpublishedseries constructedby JosephBeaulieu and
Joe Mattey that aggregatesthe SPC data to the industrylevel, making
necessary assumptionsabout the ratio of capital to labor across shifts.
His two other sources of informationare surveys of workersconducted
by the Bureauof LaborStatistics-the Area Wage Survey (AWS) and
the CurrentPopulationSurvey (CPS)-from which he infers the capital
workweek. These provide informationon the fraction of workers on
late shifts that can be used to construct estimates of the fraction of
workersin plants that operateone, two, or three shifts. The AWS data
also requiresubstantialprocessingto yield the aggregatecomponentof
shift employment. In this case, Shapiro makes use of a series for the
aggregatecomponentconstructedby JoramMaysharand Gary Solon.
The CPS data contain informationon the time at which workers start
andend work andhave the advantageof being based on a representative
sampleof the U.S. population.Unlike the othertwo measures,the CPS
data are not limited to manufacturing.To form industry-level aggregates, Shapirosums the numberof workersper shift in each industry,
using the CPS sampling weights.
The three different aggregate measuresof the workweek of capital
cover differentperiodsbut show similarbehavior. By all measures,the
workweek of capital in manufacturingis highly variable. The SPC
measure, for example, is more than twice as variable, relative to its
mean, thanthe workweekof labor. Dips correspondto recessions, and
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peaks correspondto booms; the correlationwith the workweekof labor
is strongbut by no means perfect. The SPC and AWS series, although
they differ significantly in their estimates of average workweek, both
display a noticeableupwardtrend, in contrastto the relativelytrendless
workweekof labor. The CPS series for manufacturingis somewhatless
variableand, not surprising,the CPS data for the workweekof capital
in nonmanufacturingsectors are substantiallylower and less variable
than the data for manufacturing.
How importantare cyclical changes in the workweekof capital and
employment?Shapiroexplores this questionby relatingcyclical movements in the workweekof capital to the FederalReserve Board's measure of capacity utilization, both in aggregateand by industry, and by
examining the fraction of fluctuationsin productionemploymentover
the cycle that is accountedfor by the movementof workerson and off
late shifts. At the aggregatelevel, as might be expected, the correlation
between the workweekof capital and capacityutilizationis high, ranging from 0.55 to 0.85, dependingon the particularmeasureand period
used. The aggregate data conceal dramaticdifferences in the average
workweek of capital across industries, rangingfrom 45 to 50 hours in
industries such as apparel, furniture, and leather, to more than 125
hours in paper, chemicals, petroleum, and primarymetals. Although
the correlationsof the workweek of capital with output are uniformly
positive, they vary widely. Comparedwith the average, the industries
at either extreme of the distributionof the averageworkweekgenerally
show less variation in the workweek and lower correlationsbetween
the workweek of capital and capacity utilization. For example, petroleum, the stereotypical continuous process industry, has the highest
average workweek of capital (156.8 hours) and the lowest correlation
between the workweekandcapacityutilization(0.06). Typically, labor
inputandthe workweekof capitalmove together.In orderto understand
the importance of capital services per se, Shapiro runs a bivariate
regression, controlling for total labor hours. Even holding total labor
input fixed, the workweek of capital remains a powerful explanatory
variablefor severalindustries-nonelectrical machinery,transportation
equipment, paper, and rubber. However, in others the colinearity between the workweek of capital and labor hours makes it impossible to
distinguish their roles. In explaining total manufacturingproduction,
the capital workweek dominatesproductionworkerhours.
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To what extent is variation in total employment accounted for by
workerscoming on and off late shifts? Fromthe AWS sample, Shapiro
estimates that the elasticity of employmenton late shifts with respect
to total employmentis 1.62. Given the shareof shift employment, this
implies that 42 percentof change in employmentoccurs on late shifts.
However, it is not possible to tell how much of the extra shift employment is associated with additional plant shifts. In many cases, the
additionof shift labor must accompanythe additionof the services of
capital that was previously idle at night. Thus there is less reason for a
decline in labor productivitywith cyclical expansion than there would
be if the increasedlaborhourswere spreadacrossa fixed totalof capital.
Regressions on the CPS data, separatingcontinuous from noncontinuous process industries,give results consistent with this picture. In the
continuousprocess industriesthe elasticity of late shift employmentto
total employment is well below 1.0; in the noncontinuousprocess industries it is well over 1.5. The two-digit detail shows substantialsensitivity of late shift employment in the capital-intensiveassembly industriesin which one would expect shiftworkto be an importantmargin,
but there are also some surprises. Petroleum, for example, has a high
elasticity. Shapiro runs similar regressions for nonmanufacturingindustries. The most notable feature of these results is the typically low
elasticity of shift employmentfor the service industries, even in cases
where a substantialportion of the labor force is employed on a late
shift.
How useful are Shapiro's measures of the workweek of capital for
accountingfor the procyclical movements in productivity?He focuses
on the standardSolow total factor productivityresidual, which gives
the percentagechange in output not explained by the share-weighted
percentagechanges in inputs. As RobertSolow firstnoted, the cyclical
movementsin the estimatedresidual can be reducedby assuming that
capital services themselves move with a cyclical variable. Solow examinedthe implicationsof adjustingthe capital stock by the employmentrateof labor. Shapirofollows Solow's strategyto assess a variety
of othercandidatesthatmight capturethe cyclical movementin capital
services. In particular,he examines the implicationsof assumingthat
capital services are proportionalto energy use, materialsuse, and his
own estimate of the workweek of capital. Hence the standardresidual
is adjustedby the percentagechange in each of these variables multi-
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plied by capital's share. For a pooled sample of 450 industriesover the
period 1977-88, Shapirocalculatesthe correlationbetweenthe revised
productivityresidualand capacityutilization, again takenas a measure
of the cycle. The unadjustedSolow residualshows the expectedpositive
correlationwith capacity utilization. With adjustmentfor variationsin
the employment of capital, the cyclical nature of the residual is no
longer clear. The energy use adjustmentsubstantiallyreduces the cyclical movement in the residual, the workweek of capital adjustment
reduces the correlationto near zero, and adjustmentby materialsuse
implies slightly countercyclicalbehavior. Shapiroconductsa moreformal test by regressing the residuals, adjustedand unadjusted,on total
factor input growth, using instrumentalvariables. As expected, the
unadjustedresidual is highly cyclical, showing a substantialand precisely estimated coefficient on total factor input growth. When the
workweek of capital is used, the cyclicality of productivity largely
disappears. Energy use and materials use account almost as well for
cyclic productivity.For all manufacturing,the results suggest that it is
best to adjustthe Solow residualby the workweekof capital, butenergy
use and materialsuse also appearto be fairly good proxies for capital
utilization. However, the workweekof capital is not a relevantmargin
for industriesthat requirearound-the-clockoperation. In these industries, energy use and materialsuse do a much betterjob of explaining
the residual.
It is striking how importantthe capital workweek is in explaining
fluctuationsin capacity utilization for all manufacturingand how successful it is at eliminatingcyclical movementsin estimatedproductivity, when it does not appearto play such a majorrole for manyindustries
individually. One explanationfor this paradoxis that the workweek is
serving as a proxy for other cyclical factors. But Shapiro argues that
the success of the workweek of capital in the noncontinuousprocess
industriesand its failure in the continuousprocess industriesshow that
it is a genuine measureof capital services, not merely a proxy cyclical
indicator. He furtherexamines this possibility by freely estimatingthe
coefficient on each of his measuresof the capitalworkweek,ratherthan
constrainingthe coefficients, a priori, to capital's share. If the freely
estimatedcoefficientdiffersfrom capital'sshare,this is evidencethat the
measureis proxyingfor somethingotherthancapitalservices. For aggregate manufacturing,the estimatedcoefficientexceeds capital's shareby
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abouta third;butthis differenceis not statisticallysignificant.The results
are quite similarfor the noncontinuousprocess industriesalone. For the
continuousprocessindustries,however, the coefficienton the workweek
is roughlytwice as large as it shouldbe if it were strictlya measureof
capitalutilization.It appearsthatin suchindustriesit is proxyingfor more
general cyclical variation.In separateregressions, Shapirofinds overwhelmingevidence that neitherenergy use nor materialsuse is a good
proxyfor capitalservices.
Shapirooffers a numberof suggestionsfor improvingthe empirical
measuresof the workweekof capital.He believes thatthe Surveyof Plant
Capacityis one of the best sourcesof dataon the workweekof capitalin
U.S. manufacturing,
butthatmodestchangesin surveydesignmighthave
substantialbenefits.He urgesthatthe SPCbe continuedon a regularbasis
and that new data be addedon employmentper shift and on the size of
the capitalstock. He also urges the publicationof much of this information, with variousimprovementsin the weightingof observations.
Shapiroconcludesthat in industriesin which the shiftworkmarginis
operative, variationin the workweek of capital explains a substantial
amountof the variationin productionand virtuallyall of the cyclical
movementin productivity.Thus thereis no sign of increasingreturnsto
scale. Nor is there evidence of the productivityshocks that are assumed
by real business cycle models. If such models are to have any claim to
realism,theirproponentsneed to identifysome otherdrivingforce.
RAPID GROWTH achieved by many East Asian economies in
recent decades has prompteda wide range of researchaimed at understandinghow these economies grew and at drawing lessons for other
developing nations. Yet all this scrutiny has not producedagreement
aboutthe basic sourcesof theirrapidgrowth. Uncertaintyremainsabout
the relativecontributionsof technicalprogressandcapitalaccumulation
andthe role thatgovernmentpolicies have playedin stimulatinggrowth.
In the first of three symposium papers on the economies of the East
Asian region, Susan Collins and Barry Bosworth review the areas of
disagreementabout the sources of growth, conduct a new empirical
analysis of growth using a large sample of countries from all regions
and at all stages of development, and provide new evidence about the
proximatesources of the extraordinarygrowth in the region.
Views about the sources of East Asian growth inform policy pre-
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scriptionsfor developing economies. Collins and Bosworthreasonthat
if accumulationof human and physical capital is the key, countries
wishing to grow fast must forgo consumptionin orderto achieve high
levels of investment. If, instead, the key is to adoptexisting technologies from more advancedeconomies-closing the idea gap-less sacrifice may be needed and more attentionto strategiesaimed directly at
enhancing productivitymay be appropriate.The authorsobserve that
the strategiesused to enhanceproductivityhave rangedwidely, including targeted intervention, subsidizationof industriesthat have potentially high productivity,marketfriendlyliberalization,and the opening
of trade and capital markets. They also observe that, in practice, the
high-growthAsian economies have adopteda broad range of government strategies aimed at both capital deepening and productivityenhancement.
Collins and Bosworthbegin theirempiricalanalysis by using growth
accounting on eighty-eight countries that cover all stages of development. They apply a common methodologyto the countries, decomposing the growth in outputper workerfrom 1960 to 1994 into the contributions from the accumulationof physical and human capital and a
residual measuringthe change in total factor productivity. While this
methodology does not directly identify the fundamental causes of
growth, the authorsreasonthat it provides essential informationon the
proximatesources andavoids manyof the statisticalproblemsthatmake
the resultsof directregressionanalysissuspect. The methodologyneeds
only a minimumof assumptions:sufficient competitionto ensure that
the earnings of factors are proportionalto their productivities, so that
income shares measure their relative importance in production;and
constantfactor sharesthroughtime in each country, a condition that is
broadly supportedby the data. Any scale economies are attributedto
the productivityresidual.
Collins and Bosworth departfrom the data used to measure stocks
of physical and humancapital in many previous studies. For physical
capital, instead of using the usual assumptionthat the share of output
devoted to investment is a useful proxy for the capital stock-which
would only be appropriatefor countries on steady-state equilibrium
growth paths-they construct capital stock measures based on a perpetual inventorymodel. Across their sample of countries, they find no
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significantcorrelationbetween their measureand the mean investment
share, which indicates that the usual assumptionis questionable. The
authors assume a fixed capital share of 0.35 in the main analysis,
althoughthey show that their results are robustto varyingthe assumed
capital share between 0.3 and 0.4.
To measurehumancapital, Collins andBosworthstartwith estimates
of employment,wherethey are available, andunpublishedestimatesof
the labor force from the InternationalLabourOrganisationwhere they
are not. As measuresof labor quantity, the growth rate of these estimates differ from the population data that have been used in many
earlier studies. To measure changes in labor quality, they construct
weights based on the relative wage structurefor workerswith different
years of schooling and use these to aggregate workers across educational levels in each country.The resultantindex of laborqualitydiffers
noticeablyfrom indexes that simply weight by years of schooling without referenceto how years of schooling relate to relative earnings. The
authors assume that the benefits of education, as measured by their
quality index, are embodied in workers.
Collins and Bosworth presentthe results of their growth accounting
for individual countries and also for aggregations of countries into
several regions. They devote special attentionto the East Asian region
(excluding Japan, which they include in the industrialcountries "region," and China, because of the quality of the data). Their principal
finding is that the extraordinarygrowth in the East Asian economies
has been driven by the accumulationof capital, especially physical
capital, ratherthan by exceptional growth in total factor productivity.
This result, which supportsearlierresearchby Alwyn Young, is robust
for the region as a whole over the entire period 1960-94 and also for
most individual countries over shortersubperiods. However, for Taiwan, Thailand,and Singapore, and to a smallerdegree Korea, they do
findTFP growthwell above averagein the most recent interval, 198494. They also find that TFP growthhas apparentlybeen rapidin China
over severaltime intervals, includingthe latest decade;but they review
evidence from other sources indicatingthat the official data may overstate Chinese output and, thereby, the growth of TFP. They note that
the contributionof TFP in East Asia, while lower thanmight have been
expected in a region that is growing so rapidly, has been greaterthan
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in other developing regions. In sub-SaharanAfrica, the Middle East
and North Africa, and Latin America, TFP growth has been negative
since 1973.
The authors find that the contributionof educational advances has
been larger in East Asia than in other regions, though it remains a
relatively minor part of the growth story. They note that if, as some
argue, educationalattainmentbrings large spillover effects that are not
capturedin individuals' earnings, this would imply a still smaller role
for pure TFP effects in East Asia.
Collins and Bosworth acknowledge that their growth accounting
frameworkmighthave troubledistinguishingbetweenthe contributions
of capital accumulationand TFP growth, either because technical advances might be embodiedin new capitalor because TFP growthmight
induce capital accumulationby raisingthe returnsto capital. To further
explore these issues, they turn to cross-countryregression analysis.
They relate each country's growthto measuresof its initial conditions
andthe externalenvironmentthatotherresearchershave used-income
per capita, life expectancy, years of schooling, the terms of trade and
its variability, and the investment share of GDP-and to regional
dummyvariables. They then performthe same analysis to explain separately the two components of growth-capital accumulation and
TFP-calculated from their growth accounting.
The measures of initial and external conditions are significant in
explaining nationalgrowthrates, althoughtheirimportance,especially
that of education and the terms of trade, is substantiallyreducedwhen
regional dummiesare added. The dummiesindicatethatthe East Asian
region grew substantiallyfasterthanthe otherunderdevelopedregions,
even taking account of the conditioning measures. When the same
analysis is appliedto explain the componentsof growth, the East Asian
economies stand out for their capital accumulationbut not for TFP
growth. Furthermore,capital accumulationand TFP growthhave only
a very low correlationacross countries, contraryto the prediction of
some endogenous growth models.
As to the role of government, Collins and Bosworth distinguish
between two groups of policies. The first comprises those generally
agreedto have been helpful, such as stable macroeconomicpolicies and
the promotionof education. The second groupis more controversial.It
includes policies of openness to trade and industrialpolicies with se-
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lective interventions.The authorsuse cross-countryregressionanalysis
of the componentsof growth to look at the extent to which these components can be explained by macroeconomicvariables and indicators
of tradepolicy.
Overall, the authorsfind that the macroeconomicpolicy and openness measuresaccountfor aboutone-thirdof the otherwiseunexplained
difference between growth in East Asia and other developing regions.
Countrieswith smaller budget deficits and more stable real exchange
rates tend to grow more rapidly, smaller deficits being associated with
faster capital accumulationand exchange rate stability associated with
fasterTFP growth. They find thatthe index of openness constructedby
Jeffrey Sachs and Andrew Warner(BPEA, 1:1995) is strongly associated with growth. However, all of the association is with capital formation, not productivitygrowth, which casts doubton Sachs and Warner's interpretationthat openness permits poorer countries to import
modern technology from wealthier ones. Based on their results as a
whole, Collins and Bosworth suggest that the search for what worked
in East Asia should be focused on what encouragedcapital accumulation.
Finally, the authorsquestionPaulKrugman's pessimistic assessment
of the prospects for continued rapid growth in East Asia. They show
that for most countries in the region, the stock of physical capital per
workeris still less than half of that in the United States or Japan.The
quality of the labor force will continue to improve as well-educated
younger cohorts replace less educated retirees. They reason that this
andthe apparentimprovementin TFP growthin the most recentdecade
can sustain the high returnto capital and encourage the capital deepening that has been the main contributorto growth in the region.
WAS THE first miracle growtheconomy and, throughoutmuch
of the postwarperiod, has been taken as a model for othersto emulate.
More recently, the boom and bust in Japan'sfinancialmarketsand the
extended slump in its economy have prompteddoubts about the very
institutions and policies that had previously been admired for their
contributionsto economic growth. In the second symposium paper,
TakatoshiIto looks at both the good and bad episodes in Japan's experience and asks what lessons they may provide.
Taking a century-longperspective, Ito identifies the period of near
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10 percent growth between the late 1950s, when GDP caught up with
its prewar trend path, and the early 1970s as Japan's miracle growth
years. During the remainder of the 1970s and the 1980s, growth slowed
to less than half this rate, although it remained fast enough to continue
to narrow the GDP gap with the United States. In contrast to other East
Asian miracle economies, total factor productivity was the most important source of growth in Japan during its miracle years.
Ito discusses several features of the Japanese economy, contrasting
the positive assessments made of them during the years of rapid growth
with the criticisms made of them since the economy has stagnated.
Lifetime employment had been seen as stabilizing the labor market and
promoting a range of skills through on-the-job training. With employment growing slowly or declining in many sectors, observers now question whether firms can keep the promise of lifetime employment in the
future. They also fear that future growth industries will require more
specialized skills that may rapidly become obsolete and are therefore
not suited to lifetime employment arrangements. The main bank system,
in which banks own both debt and equity, serve on boards, and monitor
management, had been seen as eliminating the inefficiencies associated
with asymmetric information between the providers and users of capital. Since the decline in stock prices and the rise in loan defaults,
observers now question the ability of banks to properly monitor corporations and allocate capital. The horizontal and vertical keiretsu had
been seen as monitoring their constituent firms, promoting their longrun orientation, and offering them scale economies. Now keiretsu appear less relevant, since the sectors that are expected to grow in the
future are not associated with them. The government's industrial policy
had played an important role by targeting certain industries for growth
and export promotion and providing them with subsidies and protection.
Today, industrial policy is hardly relevant, in part because trade conflicts have shifted Japanese priorities away from export promotion and
toward domestic consumption and market opening.
Looking ahead, Ito suggests that Japanese policymakers will actively
pursue more liberal policies on land use, deregulation, and other measures to enhance competition. Candidates for deregulation include airlines, telecommunications and broadcasting, financial services, and distribution. He also notes that major demographic changes will affect
Japan's saving and investing balances in the future. The ratio of work-
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ing age to retirement age populations is projected to decline from 5.8
in 1995 to 2.3 in 2025, or even lower if recent low birth rates are
maintained. He expects that this change will reduce the historically
high household saving rate and with it the current account surplus,
domestic investment, which has already declined in the 1990s, or both.
Ito finds both differences and commonalities between Japan and other
rapidly growing economies in the region. All have had relatively welleducated populations. All increased the share of exports in GDP and
the share of manufacturing in total output. In most, government actively
promoted the export sector. However, in contrast to Japan, most other
Asian economies either did not try to target industries for import substitution, or were unsuccessful in doing so. While in Japan securities
markets have been inefficient and banks have been the main financial
intermediaries, in Hong Kong, Singapore, and Malaysia securities markets have been active. Ito also notes that the East Asian economies have
differed widely in their openness to foreign investment and in their
reliance on domestic saving, and he finds little relation between growth
and changes in real exchange rates across countries.
HAS GROWN rapidly since the inception of economic reforms
in 1978, and real GDP growth has averaged 10 percent since 1984. It
has also emerged as a significant trading nation, accounting for 3 percent of world exports in 1995. While other Asian nations had earlier
achieved comparable growth rates, starting with Japan in the 1950s,
China's development has been distinctive in that the country had been
a closely controlled socialist state and only gradually opened to private
enterprise and the outside world. But, even more than its history, it is
China's size that makes it so special today. In the third symposium
paper of this volume, Barry Naughton examines China's development
to date and projects some likely features of its future development.
In the initial stages, China's reforms focused on the domestic economy, and the country moved only cautiously away from its previous
isolation from the world economy. Naughton shows that trade was
concentrated in special economic zones (SEZs), of which Guangdong
province, adjoining Hong Kong, was and is the most prominent. The
SEZs had little connection to the rest of the domestic economy, and the
foreign investment that they attracted was initially aimed at export
trade. Until 1991, both the output and the exports of foreign-invested
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enterprises (FIEs) rose gradually to just over 4 percent of China's GDP.
After 1991, the pace of foreign investment quickened. The output of
FIEs soared to over 15 percent of GDP in 1994, and more than half of
this additional output went to the domestic market rather than to exports. As Naughton observes, these abrupt recent changes illustrate why
simply extrapolating past trends is inadequate for projecting China's
future growth and trade. To better inform such projections, he analyzes
structural changes and the transition strategy underlying current economic policies.
One key structural change follows from China's unusual demographic structure and its consequences for labor force growth. Naughton
reports that during 1978-91, growth of the working age population
averaged 2.5 percent a year and growth of nonagricultural employment
averaged 5.4 percent a year. Echoing the birth limitation policies introduced in the mid-1970s, growth in the working age population slowed
to only 1.2 percent a year during 1991-95, and the U.S. Census Bureau
projects zero growth by 2015. Assuming that agricultural employment
continues to decline at the 2.1 percent rate of recent years, Naughton
projects that annual nonagricultural employment growth will slow to
4.1 percent during 1995-2005, to 2.2 percent in the following decade,
and to only 0.7 percent during 2015-25, with a corresponding slowdown in total output growth.
Naughton stresses that Chinese policymakers initially viewed rapid
labor force growth as a constraint on reforms that threatened to raise
unemployment. Until the 1990s, the government took responsibility for
full employment and promoted jobs in agriculture, community-owned
enterprises, state-owned enterprises (SOEs), urban collectives, and
government. Starting in 1991, this pattern has changed dramatically.
Employment in broad categories of private nonagricultural enterprises
has risen three to four times as fast as it did in the previous five years,
and agricultural employment has declined. Employment in communityowned township and village enterprises-which compete in the market
economy even though they are publicly owned and had been growing
in number since the inception of reform-also expanded sharply over
this period.
In examining China's transition strategy, Naughton distinguishes
between its two main elements, one concerned with introducing market
forces to the domestic economy and the other with opening China to
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foreign trade. The transition toward a market economy has primarily
relied on the entry of new domestic producers rather than on the privatization of state-owned enterprises. Today, SOEs are concentrated in
certain manufacturing industries, utilities, and natural resource extraction; their share of industrial output declined from 78 percent in 1978
to 31 percent in 1995. The strategy for opening to foreign trade and
world market forces has been more complex. Since the start of the
reforms, China has taken many conventional steps toward these ends:
the currency has been devalued and the distinction between official and
swap market rates has been eliminated; restrictions on convertibility
have been greatly eased, with full current account convertibility expected by the end of 1996; the right to trade has been extended to a
great many firms; nontariff barriers have been substantially reduced;
and pricing for domestic firms involved in trade has been increasingly
related to world prices. Although these measures represent considerable
liberalization from the tightly closed prereform economy, most domestic firms still operate in a regime that is oriented toward import substitution, with imports and exports funneled through state-run foreign
trade corporations.
The major innovation in the trade arena has been the creation of an
export promoting regime, in which rules and regulations are designed
to attract foreign investment and permit foreign-invested enterprises to
bypass the domestic regime. These FIEs, operating with a minimum of
administrative interference and often with tax preferences, are concentrated in Guangdong and Fujian provinces-where they have benefited
greatly from proximity to Hong Kong and Taiwan-and to a lesser
extent in other coastal provinces. FIEs have been responsible for much
of the country's export growth. Since 1991, they have also been a
growing factor in the domestic market, toward which they have directed
over half of their rapidly increasing output.
Although Chinese exports have expanded rapidly, Naughton observes that the country's economic development has proceeded very
differently from the export-led development of Japan, Korea, and Taiwan. These other countries restricted foreign investment inflows,
whereas China has encouraged them. They maintained stable, probably
undervalued, currencies as their exports expanded, whereas China's
real exchange rate has fluctuated, with a tendency toward overvaluation
as a result of the large foreign investment inflows. And they relied on
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domestically owned firms to manufacture and export, whereas China
has relied on FIEs.
The special circumstances under which the FIEs operate in China
lends them some unusual characteristics. Initially, much of their export
volume came from enterprises based in Hong Kong and Taiwan that
had relocated the more labor-intensive parts of their production. The
Chinese value added in such exports is relatively low. More recently,
domestic firms have gained access to many of the export promotion
regime's preferences by forming joint ventures with FIEs. Chinese
value added content in their exports should be higher. Large investment
inflows to China have contributed to substantial real appreciation of the
yuan, despite the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves by the
government. Naughton expects direct foreign investment to continue at
a high rate because the Chinese domestic market has such great growth
potential. Eventually, as real appreciation reduces the competitiveness
of the export sector, he expects FIE production for the domestic economy to offset a slowdown in export growth rates. From the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), Naughton identifies the populous
"ASEAN four" (Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, and the Philippines)
as direct competitors with China in the production of labor-intensive
exports. He sees the ongoing need for foreign investment as a force to
pressure China and the ASEAN nations to liberalize their economies.
Naughton expects Chinese policymakers to unify the two trade regimes in coming years. To do so would broaden the country's export
base and reduce the distortions of the present dual system, recover some
revenues now lost to tax preferences in the export regime, and tap the
human skills that are located outside the SEZs. A broader export base
would extend the prosperity that a few coastal provinces have recently
enjoyed and help to meet the competition that is arising from other,
less-developed countries in the region. However, Naughton believes
that the single system that evolves from the unification of the two trade
regimes will be less liberal for the FIEs than their present regime with
all its preferences.
FIRST
of three extended comments by symposium participants, Stanley Fischer emphasizes how much economists still do not
understand about the East Asian growth miracle. He notes that the
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nations of the region have pursued a range of specific policies, so that
no one can be identified as crucial to success. While research like that
reported in the papers of this symposium provides useful generalizations
about what aids growth, not all countries fit these general findings
either. Even the undoubtedly correct emphasis on capital formation
leaves Hong Kong as an exception. And how to raise saving rates and
encourage capital formation remains a difficult question.
While acknowledging these gaps in economists' understanding,
Fischer does describe broad features that he believes contributed to the
success of most successful economies and could inform the policy
choices of other countries wishing to grow. Governments were adaptable; they relied on the private sector for production and on market
forces to provide competition, even while using industrial policies to
direct resource flows. Governments also laid heavy emphasis on macroeconomic stability and reacted swiftly against a threat of instability.
No country tolerated double-digit inflation, none pursued an excessively
easy macroeconomic policy, and most have had small governments and
small budget deficits.
Fischer finds particular grounds for optimism about development in
the successes of Malaysia, Indonesia, and Thailand. Unlike China,
Japan, or Korea, none of these countries had ever been an advanced
economy in the past. What is more, Malaysia has succeeded while
ensuring that the benefits of growth reach the indigenous population,
and Indonesia seemed an unlikely candidate for sustained growth thirty
years ago. Each of these countries has shown good economic management, although with different styles; government has been very active
in Malaysia and Indonesia but less so in Thailand. Each country has
broad-based primary education, and each has been relatively open to
imports and has maintained reasonable macroeconomic stability. Although these countries are running large current account deficits and
experiencing large capital inflows, and therefore are vulnerable to an
abrupt reversal of confidence, Fischer believes that their current high
rates of investment provide protection against such a shock, since reducing investment provides a relatively smooth way to adjust. Looking
beyond the East Asian successes, he notes that Chile has stabilized and
raised its growth rate, although it has few of the characteristics commonly associated with East Asia. He also observes that both in Chile
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and in New Zealand, which is a more recent success story with little
resemblance to the East Asian countries, it took years from the beginning of reform and stabilization before the growth process took hold.
Fischer concludes with a distinctly positive assessment of growth
prospects for the East Asian region and for other regions as well. He
calls particular attention to India, where reforms have begun to yield
steady growth of about 5 to 6 percent a year, which could quicken as
the growth process takes hold. And he believes that rapid growth in
India, in turn, will help to start the growth process elsewhere in South
Asia.

of East Asian economies have focused on the contribution of positive elements to growth. By contrast, in the second extended comment Edward Lincoln observes that all Asian nations have,
at some time, operated with some degree of official corruption, private
collusion, artificial prices, and other interferences with market forces,
and he considers why these obvious mistakes and distortions have not
had clear negative effects. He suggests that the costs of such rentseeking activities might become important in the longer run, even
though they have not suppressed entrepreneurial activity to the point of
choking off growth. As an example, he notes that the moral hazard
inherent in the structure of Japanese banking eventually led to huge
losses and bad debts and warns that China and other Asian nations may
face similar problems in the future.
In the wake of Japan's rapid development, governmental involvement in the economy through industrial policy has received particular
attention from both policymakers and analysts. Lincoln notes that Japan's growth occurred with rapid gains in total factor productivity,
which, in turn, were commonly attributed to its wide-ranging industrial
policies. Many observers thought the Japanese pattern typical of Asian
nations generally. Yet the Collins and Bosworth paper in this volume,
as well as some earlier studies, show that productivity growth has not
been exceptional in Asian economies other than Japan, a finding that
could call into question the contribution of industrial policies. However,
Lincoln observes that by providing a generally favorable environment
for business, with the government guiding and subsidizing investment
and tolerating cartels that protect profits, industrial policy reduced norMOST
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mal short-term business risk and encouraged banks to lend and firms to
invest. He thus reasons that industrial policies may have been a force
for growth through their effects on capital formation, even if they did
not yield exceptional gains in productivity.
Lincoln notes two important side effects of such policies. One is
domestic misallocation of investment, which often becomes apparent
only after some time. The other is the impact that such overinvestment
in particular industries has on other nations whose own industries are
threatened by the overproduction. He observes that this adverse impact
on other producers has been the source of extended trade conflicts
between the United States and Japan, and that it now motivates the
U.S. government's efforts to have China conform to World Trade Organization (WTO) rules and to push the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) as a vehicle for moving Asian nations to adopt open
trading policies.
Lincoln identifies political stability as an important ingredient of
successful growth in many Asian countries. He contrasts their situation
with the often violent political environment in Africa, ideological struggles in Latin America, and ongoing conflicts in the Middle East. He
also observes that within Asia, those countries that have most recently
suffered from war or violent repression, including Vietnam, Cambodia,
Burma, and the Philippines, have had the weakest economic performance. Looking ahead, he sees political uncertainty as the biggest
potential stumbling block in Asia's economic future.
THE THIRD
extended comment, Yung Chul Park discusses two
important features of the growth of the East Asian economies and their
integration with the economies of Europe and North America. The first
is the widespread acceptance of liberal economic policies. The second
is the emergence of China as a trading nation. Liberalization has led
most of the East Asian countries to lower tariff rates and nontariff
barriers and to open and deregulate their capital markets. Trade outside
the region has developed along lines of comparative advantage, with
the East Asian nations exporting manufactured goods to and importing
services from Europe and North America. The opening of financial
markets has attracted foreign capital, which, in turn, has spurred the
investment boom. The emergence of China has led to growing trade
and investment ties with other nations in the region, which has helped
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to propel their economic growth and encouraged the integration of all
the economies in the region.
As useful as these developments have been, Park notes that some
observers see them posing problems for the future. In particular, portfolio investment to the East Asian countries excluding Japan is often
voiced as a concern. It surged from $10 billion in 1983-89 to $63
billion in 1990-94, and, some believe, could be withdrawn at any time,
leading to financial chaos like that recently experienced by Mexico. He
recalls Krugman's warning that such instability could emerge as investors recognize that East Asia's rapid growth is bound to slow because
it has been based on high levels of investment rather than on increases
in efficiency. Park does not agree that such a pessimistic outcome is
inevitable, or even very likely. He argues that rapid growth can be
sustained if investment rates remain high and that the foreign capital
inflows needed to finance investment will remain strong if the rate of
return to capital remains high, as he expects. Although the longer-term
incentives to foreign investment thus remain strong, he acknowledges
that there is a genuine risk of destabilizing speculation. To discourage
speculative inflows and outflows, he suggests some form of capital
controls, coordinated internationally so as not to interfere with global
financial integration.
Park discusses the worries that other East Asian nations have about
China. First, they doubt that China will open its markets to the same
extent that they have done or that China will abide by the rules of fair
trade. As a consequence, they fear that they will be inundated by inexpensive Chinese manufactured goods and thus experience a slowdown in real wage growth, especially for unskilled workers. Second,
they worry that China's bilateral trade surplus with the United States
could provoke a protectionist backlash against the whole East Asian
region. And third, they fear that China will use its growing influence
and power to play its economic rivals off against each other.
To head off such outcomes, Park sees an urgent need for the United
States and the European Union to assist China's entry into the world
trading community. Bringing China into the WTO would permit departures from fair trade to be taken up in a multilateral forum. Membership
in the WTO would also make it easier for China's central government
to deal with protectionist pressures arising in individual provinces. Park
also wants the United States to assume a greater leadership role in APEC
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and to reduce the dependence of other East Asian nations on China by
starting discussions to bring them into the North American Free Trade
Agreement. Finally, he suggests that ASEAN be expanded to include
the poorer nations of the region so as to reduce their dependence on
China and facilitate closer trade relations with countries outside Asia.

